
THE AGENCY PERSPECTIVES PAi.~EL (CONTINUED) 

Hr. CAREY: 

XII. JOB TRAINING AND E;:.IPLOnmNT 

ERNST W. STROHSDORFER, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research 
and Evaluation) 
Department of Labor 

We are coming dO\vn now to the end of this session, and I suppose 

the idea of today was to get you all sharpened up for the workshops 

to follow. I certainly don't want you to go into those workshops 

in a state of alarm and despondency. That leaves it all up to our 

clean-up hitter, Ernie Stromsdorfer, who is Deputy Assistant Secretary 

for Research and Evaluation over in the Labor Department. He has a 

very simple task from the Chair, and that is to create an atmo.sphere 

of elation as we bring this afternoon's panel to an end. 

MR. STRONSDORFER: 

As \V·ith you, Bill, the kind of eva]:uation I am talking about and 

would like to get going in the Department of Labor, and perhaps in 

Government as a \\1hole, is an interactive process among policy-makers, 

program managers and the providers of inforI!1.ation. When I am talking 

about evaluation, I am not talking about the nuts and bolts of running ~ .. 

a particular research project or experimental design project. I am 

talking about the process of providing information to aid in social 

decision-making. 

Hhat are the ingredients of decision-making? Information is one 

ingredient, and the political pressures that surround a situation are 

the other ingredients, if I can abstract a little bit. Basically, 
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the political pressures come from vested interests \.,rho claim that a 

given program \.;i1l aid them a lot and harm others only a little bit 

or maybe not at all. 

But \.;hat do all programs do if they are significant programs? 

Regardless of their institutional or proerammatic structure, they do 

one major thing. That is, they redistribute income, and they redis

tribute social and political power. In the process of redistributing 

income and pm'ler, they also affect the structure of production, economic 

efficiency, the level of economic activity and a host of other social 

institutions--social institutions in a Veblenist sense. Patterns of 

behavior, patterns of conduct, ways of doing things, both social ancl 

psychological, and what have you. 

In a context such as this, where the enlightened self-interest 

and the altruistic rapacity of vested interests attempt to influence 

social policies, the role of information, as I see it, is to make sure 

that self-interest remains enlightened rand that rapacity continues to 
" 

be tempered by altruism. It's understandable then that evaluation, or 

rather more broadly, the provision of information, is a highly poljticized 

process. There is nothing necessarily negative about this thing. It's 

just a statement of ''lhat I "perceive~ and I am sure it's not a very 

startling statement. 

Evaluation and the provision of information occupy a very ambi

valent love-hate position in the Government. It suffers from the 

hypocrisy of a positive social ideology derived from the Enlightenment 

and other philosophical strands, coupled with underfunding and often 

misdirected funding. (I had previously '-lritten in here," consciously 

misdirected funding," but I guess it's not necessarily conscious. It 

just happens through the interaction of various groups.) 
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Th8 methods of shortcircuiting the provision of information that 

might reveal the true effect of activity are legion; and. \.;hen I approach 

the problem of dealing with evaluation at my agency, my fundamental 

operating principles are the following: I assume that program managvrs 

have a taste for uncertainty. They tend to prefer the uncertainty in 

which they remain essentially unaware of their ignorance, of what they 

don't know, to conscious awareness of what they don't know. There are 

thus two kinds of uncertainties. 

The first kind of uncertainty does not necessarily restrain a 

person in decision-making or in pursuing his or her interests. Hherens 

the latter kind of uncertainty, informed uncertainty, tempers decision

Inaking and probably constrains behavior somm.;hut. 

I guess secondly, an operational principal is that bureaucrats 

(including myself) prefer a quiet life; and one of the \.;ays in \.;hich 

they tend to insure ~lat they have a quiet life is by arguing that 

political problems of one kind or another constrain activities, and 
,. ... 

therefore you have to go slow. You have to be careful. You have to 

consult with everyone and touch all bases. 

Finally, I operate on the principle that it is not ignorance or 

basic incompetence which keeps us from getting the required informa

tion to aid in decision-making. Though it is true that resource 

constraints do pose various problems because most of our social pro

grams are multi-dimensional, have multiple impacts and often the data 

base, the informational base \.;hich you need to find out \l7hat is going 

on, implies the absorption of the Gross Nation.al Product to achieve 

it. 
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I have a basically negative vie\v as to the efficacy of eva1ua-

tion and of the long-run prospects for providing sound information 

to the decision-making process. Let me give you some examples of 

\'1hat I mean. 

Ny examples are necessarily dral'11 from my immediate experience 

in the Department of' Labor. He have a regulatory program in the 

Department of Labor which is designed to improve the health and 

safety of workers in the society at large. There is a clear-cut 

social problem here. There is a clear-cut role for Governmellt here 

because of the potentially enormous social cost that can accrue to 

individuals in society as a result of third-party actions. 

Yet we sec in the operatiol, of this program what appears to be 

a stalemate due to the social, political and economic conflicts thnt 

have arisen among those \'1ho will gain from the program and alllong 

those who stand to lose from the implementation of this part.Lcular 

social program. There is a serious social conflict here. It is 

possible, although not absolutely certd'in, that more information on 

the economic and non-economic costs and benefits of administering 

this program might tend to reduce the level of conflict vnd make the 

course of action with respect to this program more clear. Apart fronl 

gaining an understanding of what is happening, the reduction of con

flict and elimination of the stalemate itself would be sa1utory for 

the democra tic process. But here is \'1here problems begin. 

In this program and in other regulatory programs in the Department 

of Labor, the nature of what one is attempting to achieve is not \-1ell 

understood. This lack of understanding begins \vith the very initiating 

legislation, as I believe Hr. Hemmes pOinted out just before lunch. 

Congress passes laws which are very non-specific, and then the bureau

crats and the administrators proceed to the making of the real laws. 
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In the process of making these real laws, they have little guidance 

fr01l1 the legislative history because \'lithin the legislative history, 

priorities are unstated. It is true that issues are raised and 

discussed; but priorities are unstated. So the people who write the 

Federal regulations have little guidance in their \vriting of the 

1a\07 and expanding of the law'. 

Hell, then, a successful program manager, one \,,110 \'lants to get 

information about how to operate and manage h::'s program, has to knm-.' 

what the intended and likely unintended effects of a program are. 

What data can be generated to describe these? Hell, this question, 

as it is posed for the Occupational Safety and Health Administratioll 

in my judgment is basically unrc~solved after about six years of 

program operation. Reading the legislative history will not give 

you much enlightenment as to \vhtlt He ought to do here since the 

debates do not assign relative priorities to the issues discussed 

therein. They don't lay out th(~ former structure of the, program 

either. That is one problem. 

The other problem is understanding the process \o7hereby the pro

gram is intended to achieve its effects. Hhat data are necessary 

to describe this process? What is the program delivery system and 

ho,o7 does it operate in society to achieve its end? 

It is in anmo7ering these t1NO above sets of questions that all 

evaluations and all searches fo'or information on which to make a 

decision, \o7hether rational or nlot, break dO\vn. And here is where 

the Government at every level a:nd branch has the greatest potential 

to facilitate or shortcircuit the effort to gain information on hO\o7 

a program is operated. 
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We in the Office of the Assistant Secretary continually struggle 

to get program managers, data system developers and agency evaluation 

shops to ask this basic question set. We are not uniformly successful. 

Most of the program data sets as a result are fundamentally inadequnte 

to understand programs. They are fundamentally inadQquate as a hase 

upon which to set up the more classical program evaluations. We cannot 

even \ve11 describe the structur.e and integration of program inputs, 

much less describe what the final impacts of programs are. 

I want to stress again that the ultimate failure of most evalua

tions is a function of the failure to develop adequate program pro

cess data and to adequately understand the program process. I could 

go on and on from this point and gi\'.' you examples based upon faulty 

program data, the basic program data that decision-makers use; and 

I could take you through the OSl~ program. I could take you through 

the Comprehensive Employment Training Act. I could take you through 

the Office of Federal Contract and Plans Programming. I could take 

you through the Wage Hour area and the Upemployment Insurance area and 
" 

give you a litany here of issues that have been long-standing for 

decade.s. With the expenditure of the many many millions of dollars 

here, and the imposition of information costs on society which are not 

compensated directly, it would seem that we might be able to get at 

some of the anS\vers to these questions, but in fact \ve cannot. 

The EEO data we have, for instance, cannot measure the impact of 

the OFCC program, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, either 

in gross or net terms. It simply can't do it. 

We have an Occupational Safety and Health Program, and we do not 

know the nature of injury rates by occupation. It's just fundamental 

information that's lacking. There is a long-standing hypothesis that 
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minimum wages displace certain types of labor, and ~V'e are not able to 

establish at this point in time whether or not in fact that occurs. 

What I'd like to say then, in summary, is that if you ~V'ant to 

improve evaluation, and if you want to make evaluation operational, 

you must enforce the interaction of the program manager, the policy

makers, those people who gather data and those people who are 

presumably the information providers--the evaluators. If you don't 

do that (and obviously in practical terms you are going to do this 

at the staff level), if you don't insur.e this kind of interaction, 

I think you are simply ~V'ast:ing your time and 'l-lBsting society' $ 

resources. Thank you. 

MR. CAREY: 

Thank you, Ernie. I am not sure that you have given us the 

elation we asked you for; but y'ou certainly have given us some pretty 

solid things to think about. 



THE AGENCY PERSPECTIVES PANEL (CONTINUED) 

XIII. DISCUSSION (SFEAKERS AND SYHPOSIUH PARTICIPANTS) 

HR. CAREY: 

Now, you have seen this baseball team--nine plnYL'l"s. They havL' 

done their bi t. Let's take a fe~'1 minutes to see \"he> tlW1" you h<1 ve. any 

questions from the floo1" for Jim Stockdill or Ernie Stromsdorfe.r. 

PARTICIPANT: 

Charles Murray from the American Institutes for Research. This 

is relevant to the last two speakers, but it refers more to what I 

have been hearing all day about utilization, because one. topic that 

has not come up is whether Government agencies m:e a~king the right 

questions. 20 
I see lots of RFP' s \\dth laundry lists of objectives) 

and I have met lots of program monitors who want to nmke sure that 

this topic and that topic and the other one is included in the 

evaluation. And I have almost never heard one tell me, "Don't 
.. " worry about that because we can't do anything about it any,,,ay. II 

From my perspective as part of a research company, it seems to 

me that the way to get an evaluator (who is "1Ct ahmys that practically 

oriented an~'1ay) to give you useful information that ,'1i11 get applied 

is not by hiring one who understands the political process in your 

bureaucracy. He shouldn't have to do that. He should be able to 

write, communicate clearly, have a good sense of \vhat is practical and 

20Editor's Note: Mr. Seeman did, in fact, raise this issue (see page 
26 above); hO\vever) he appears to have been emphasizing the problem 
of asking the pertinent substantive questions about a program, as 
opposed to Mr. Murray's focus on practical questions (i.e., those 
questions for which answers provided by an evaluation can conceivably 
give rise to action). 
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what isn't. Above all, he needs from you a statement of the things 

\'lhich ~_ can do which \vill take advantage of the findingR ht~ prepan'H. 

It's a statement to which I'd like your reaction, and the basic 

proposition is, YOIl in the government aren't asking very good qlws l: i 11l1S. 

HR. CAREY: 

Ernie, what do you think abr)t![ that? 

HR. STROHSDORFER: 

I agree. If you don't have this int0raction between the poltrv

makers ~ managers and the people \'7ho arc supposed to provide informa

tion, you can't possibly ask the right questions. The po1icy-mnlwrs 

don't like to be put in a position \vhere tbey have to formulate C(ll1-

ceptual questions about their process and ultimate impact. The 

incentives are not structured in that direction with respect to thQ 

program managers. The big inccmLivc8 are to invent a ne,,7 program 

and get it funded. We have had different degrees of success in the 

Department of Labor in getting people ,to sit dO\V11 and talk about 
" 

these things. He have had very good success in the Employment 

Service, and we have very limited success in some other agencies. 

In one or two agencies where 've talked to the program managers, thL~y 

have simply allO\ved us to impose our value system on the progrnm 

and on the questions that ought to be asked. And that's entirely 

wrong, unless, in fact, there is such a conceptual vacuum that 

it's better for us to impose our questions and our frame of reference 

rather than for no frame of reference to be imposed at all. 

MR. CAREY: 

I'd just like to comment. After I left Government I spent about 

five or six years as an officer of a fairly large consulting company. 

lve saw the tra Hie of the RFP' s. iVe had to. It \vas our business. 

But, as one who labored under the difficulty of having been in the 
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Budget Bureau for 25 years and one \.,ho thought he km'\., something 

about Government, there were times whon I was appalled by the kinds 

of questions that Government agencies were asking outside consuJ.Lanls 

to address. 

I remember one time when the Department of Transportation henl'll 

suddenly about a ne\\I Hanagement-by-Objectives requiremeHt from till' 

White House. Over a ~.,eckend, they summoned in the bI lie-chip con

sulting houses, sat us all around and told us that \.,hnt they l1N!dl'u 

in a relatively short time \.,rns for a consulting firm to define LllL' 

objectives of the Department of Transportation. I \.,as completely 

overcomt~--not ~.,lth elation, but with concern as to hox., the hell tlw 

Government ,.,as being run. 

HR. STRONSDORFER: 

Well, Bill, that happens ull the time. One of my predecessors 

did that for my shop, and the Urban Institite ~.,as brought in to tell 

us what we ought to think. 

MR. CAREY: 

I remember another occasion \'7hen the same Department discovert'cl 

that the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) had beem enacted \"rith 

all of the various sections calling for impact statements, calling [or 

revision of policy instructions and regulations and policy practices, 

operating procedures to conform to; a massive job, no question about 

it. But they turned to the consulting ~orld for contract assistance 

in thinking out hm., the Environmental Policy Act applied to the 

tremendous array of different trunsportation programs in that 

Department. Again, we bid on that contract and the firm that I 

was with did indeed get the contract. I hope we were of some help. 
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But again, I \vas very much concerned that somehow that GovernmcmL 

that I had so recently left just didn't have the internal capability 

to address those questions in a direct way, with only marginal 

assistance, perhaps, from outside houses. 

I suppose that reflects my 0\Vl1 sense of the proprieties and till' 

way things ought to be done, and I guess I am not very obj cctivL:. Is 

there another question for the panelists? 

PARTICIrANT: 

Sumner Clarren with the Urban Institute. I guess this questillll 

really has to do with how you organize to do evaluation. As I hav~ 

listened, it seems to me (and I'll be making a caricaturization, too, 

I believe) that there is a difference bet\veen, for example, John Evans' 

approach--which is to have evaluations centralized, tightly controll<.~d, 

featuring very prescriptive RFP's to purchase information to mc~t 

particular needs--and NIt-lll' s view, as I see it, \vhich says that 

evaluation, in a sense, is somebody else's business. Of course, 
1'" ... 

NUm \vants to further knm.;rledge, but they ask the mental health cenLers 

to get it; and the major requirement is that the centers send in an 

evaluation report every year. TIlere arc some general guidelines, of 

course, from Congress about t~e kinds of things the centers should 

measure, but the centers set their mm pri..Jrities so that the design 

and a lot of the responsibility are both pushed dmm to the local 

level. These are two very different strategies for doing program 

evaluation; they are both called program evaluation at any rate. 

I wonder \vhether it's an accident that these approaches have 

developed this way, or \vhether it represents something about the 

political origins of the programs. In other words, I guess I am 
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asking, is there wisdom in this kind of differenc~ becAuse it's 

taking into account something aboul the different C0~texts in '~lirh 

you both operate? Or is it just an accident? 

I-ffi.. STOCKDILL: 

I think we arc both tnlking about the snme thing. We beliove 

strongly that if yeu arc going to evaluate a progrmn called Community 

Mental Health Centers and there are 600 of them out there, the only 

way your evaluation, using some sampll' of Lhose cC'nters, is going lo 

be effective is if they have tlwir mm data collection sys tern, nrC' 

collecting valid data f;:,r their O\vn evaluation purposes. So 've bl'gan 

to feel very strongly after two or three years of a lot of these 

contract studies that we really had to improve the evaluation capacity 

out there in the field in order to improve the national cnpncity. I 

think we are both looking towards influencing national policy and 

national programs. 

PARTICIPANT (CLARREN): 

It seems to me that you have a very different strategy and maybe 

a different purpose. 

MR. CAREY: 

I am going to declare available and vulnerable not only Jim 

Stockdill and Ernst Stromsdorfer, but also Tom Kelly and John Evans. 

You can go at all four of them for the next few minutes if you so 

choose. Anything else? 

PARTICIPANT: 

Seymour Bra.ndwein, Labor Department. You are reaching for a 

note of elation. I think we can be elated by some of the candor 

here, the willingness to recognize and acknowledge problems, although 
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I believe that many horror stories, even if accurate, ordinarily nr0 

a caricoture that don't provide ehe overoll picture. 

Hy major concern is that ~.,e tend to mix up ~.,hl.lt evaluation can 

do, what it might do in some circumstances nnd at some times, anJ 

~.,hat it can't do inherently or in a particular decndC'. If ~.,e prOCl'VdL,J 

in that framework, r think ~.,e ~.,oulJ be less likely to blame evaluaLion 

for not overcoming some fundamental problems of the sort that Brnit' 

raised and that we really ~lould not look to evaluation alone to 

resolve. 

I was impres.sed \v1th Stockdil1' s effort to pull out some of the 

sorts or things that can be clone by evaluators. I think if we try 

to enlarge on those, and recognize that we arc still in an infant 

activity, we might develop more of d basis for elation. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I am Paul Hammond, University of l?-ttsburgh. In the .i.nte-rest 

of proceeding in a constructive. vein, I ~.,ant to make a comment abouL 

what John Evans said and then make sure I do it in a ~.,ay that will 

evoke some response from him. I ~.,ant to suggest fjrst that he 

offered us a nice complete process [or evaluation that included 

gearing it in to a decision-making operation. It is impressive, 

and we ought to treat it seriously as otLe of the. good examples to 

pay attention to. 

Having said that, let me suggest that it works in part because 

he is dealing with a fairly stable constituency. I might even call 

it an organized constituency. I am not sure \.,hat it consists of. 

MR. CARBY: 

You might go even farther if you wished to. 
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HR. HAHHOND: 

I am going to in a moment. 

If one wants to look at the difference betw\,!L~n evaluation OPL't"<1-

tions that succeed and those that fail, one may fi!1d tlHlt the kind of 

political infrastructure of successful evaluntion operations is going 

to be stable and mny be organized in some sense. But the evaluation 

process then represents part of an interest process, and I am not 

::::ure that I 1:ike the good guys-bad guys version of Nr. Evans' story, 

perhaps because during some part of the time he is talking about, I 

was ~\Tatching as an outside observer as some people under Richardson 

asked questions from the Secretary's Office that went to challenge 

the educational evaluation system, of which Hr. Evnns is an importnnt 

part, by saying, "Shouldn' t ~ve give the money to the students and 

get a market response rather than give it to the universities?" 

Viewed from the Office of the Secretary, the effort to get an 

answer to that question wasn't very su~cessful. Some of the reasons 

for failure may have had to do ~vith people and s tupidity--that is, 

competence and skill--but they also had to do with organizational 

processes, the fact that the information generation process (again, 

of which L1e Office of Education was an integral part), was mainly 

generating information that supported the status quo system--namely, 

channeling Federal funds through the universities, rather than 

through students. 

I am suggesting that evaluation can work well if there is a 

consensus. I do not mean the kind of scientific consensus that 

Thomas Kuhn refers to. This is a different kind of consensus. It 

amounts to en organized, or at least an orderly, constituency. I 

am suggesting, that is to say, that an orderly cGustituency may be 
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necessary for supporting an institutional base for evaluation and 

research; and I'd be interested if John Evans agrees. Is he part 

of a process that depends upon a constituency-based consensus? 

And if so, \.;re1l, is this as far as 0118 can go' \.;rith describing 

that process and accou~ting for the quality of its performance? 

MR. EVANS: 

\ve1l, I hope that orderly constituency is not the hobgoblin of 

small evaluators' minds. Maybe I should just add a word, some his

torical background which others of you here may not be familiar with. 

I would certainly \.;rant to disclaim that the \.;rork that \.;rcnt on in 

Elliot Richardson's office had anything to do with any of the bad 

guys in my scenario. Quite the contrary, as a matter of fact. The 

particular effort Mr. Hammond is referring to is PEBSI, Program 

Evaluation by Summer Interns, \.;rhich was an effort launched to do 

just what the acronym says. It did in fact fail, and one can analyze 

that failure from a number of points of vie\.;r and a number of reasons. 

MR. STOCKDILL: 

John, that \.;ras an employmeT1t program; and looking at it from 

that standpoint, it succeeded! 

MR. CAREY: 

Continue with the objectivity, please. 

HR. EVANS: 

I come to the matter of evaluation in a fairly simple-minded 

way which says that basically, what we are talking about when \.;re 

try to evaluate Federal programs is: are they effective? That 

is, do they achieve their objectives, objectives that are in the 

law, objectives that are given, despite some flexibility that mu~t 

occur in the regulations \.;rhich several observers have conunented on. 
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We have a large $2 billion program in the Office of Education called 

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act which disburses 

$2 billion worth of money each year to states to form the grants 

where the purpose is to remediate the educational deficits of di~

advantaged children. When I go down that track, I am very quickly h'd 

to the conclusion that summer interns do not have the competence and 

evaluation technology to ans~"er that question. In order to answer 

that question persuasively so that one will want to form policy on 

the basis of it, and spend money on it, and make changes on it or 

not make changes on it, there is a need for a highly sophisticateel 

kind of experimental design to determine ~"hether disadvantaged kids 

\"ho went into the program ended up later performing better than 

comparable kids \"ho didn't go into the program. That kind of 

question is the basic question that applies to most social action 

programs and in my judgment must be ans'\"ered with the evaluation 

technology that is appropriate; I think the PEESI program was a 

clear example of the kind that is not appropriate. 

So, to move from that point of your question to the other one 

about the established constituency, the only thing I would say there 

is this: I think basically the answer is yes, that the real clients 

of evaluation work that is carried out in Federal agencies are few. 

They are exeuctives, heads of executive agencies. They are the 

White House, the President and the o~m, and they are the Congress. 

Those are extraordinarily stable constitutents except insofar as 

indiyiduals in the position change. Again, I think it's important 

that appropriate information should go to those people. 

Of course, we also have the public; and that is different. I 

don't know whether I am sticking to your question or not, but I 
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would say tha.t the kind of methodology or the kind of system that \ole 

have developed is one that, in our judgment, is best calculated, 1ll1pC'

fully, to yield the least ambiguous, most defensible, and most rl'll'vant 

kinds of information with respect to program effectiveness that would 

be useful for decision-making to the several branches of the Federal 

Government. 

MR. STROMSDORFER: 

I'd like to conm1ent on this statement of having an established 

constituency. I think it is this lack of a consensus or established 

constituency, for instance, ~vhich, in my judgment, has brought the 

Occupation.al Safety and Health Program to pretty much of a stalemate. 

This is curious because the law itself passed by an ovenvhelming 

majority (the law is an interesting law, too, because it does recog

nize, although not as clearly as I would like it to do, that there 

are costs involved in administering a program like OSI~ and that 

there are likely to be some social conflicts arising out of your 

efforts to administer this laVI). 

To repea t, the laVI Vias pas s ed by an ovenvhelming maj ori ty, and 

the moment Vie undertook the effort to make the laVI operative, 

we came to a grinding, crunching stalemate4 I don't understand 

quite what is going on here. My knmvledge of the democratic system 

and of political science isn't great enough to encompass this. It's 

a curious situation. 

Not only has the program come to a grinding halt, but our 

efforts to try to find out \vhat is going on with VIhat is happening 

are pretty well stymied, too. 
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MR. CAREY: 

All things have to come to an end. The panel is at an end. 

The Chair retires and yields to our hosts, MITRE. 

MR. GRANDY: 

Thank you, Bill, and also my thanks to all of the members of 

the panel. I recognize that these presentations have taken some\\'jlltt 

longer than we anticjpated. Judging from all of your perseverance 

here, however, I think they have been very helpful and illuminatinp;. 

There are some common threads through them and also some very div(>r8L~ 

ones. 

We are going to take a coffee break, but 1-7e 1-7ant to reconvene 

and continue our program until c..:.bout six 0' cloc1~ or as close thcrl~to 

as lo7e finish that part of our program. At that point, we lo7ill ad

journ for our reception and dinner. Let's stop now for some coffee. 

If you lo7ould return promptly, it lo7ould help us. 
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